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Microsoft Corporation— one of the largest transnational companies on the production of software 
for the different sort of the computing engineering — personal computers, playing prefixes, mobile 
telephones and other. 
Products of Microsoft are for sale more than in 80 countries of the world, the programs are translated 
more than into 45 languages. Microsoft is under surveillance of court as a result of world agreement 2002 
years. 
In 1983 Allen abandoned Microsoft, selling the actions for $10 for a thing. This transaction in the 
total did him one of the richest people in the world: in 2011 he occupied 57 places in the list of magazine of 
Forbes with a capital in $13 milliards 
The actions of Microsoft are up-diffused as follows: 7,55 % belongs to Bill Geytsu, To Steve 
Balmeru — 4,66 %, there is a less than percent on other managers of corporation, and other securities are in 
free circulation on the exchange of NASDAQ: MSFT. Market capitalization of company on May, 2010 is 
$247,23 milliards. 
 An unexecutive chairman of board of directors of company is Bill Geyts. 
In May, 2011 «Microsoft» declared the purchase of the company Skype Limited specialized on 
internet-telephony for $8,5 milliards. The salespeople of actions will be become by the founders of «Skype» 
and row of investment funds. After completion of absorption, as expected, on a base Skype Limited will be 
created subdivision of Microsoft Skype Division, thus present director Skype Beyts will remain Tony his 
leader. 
Company «Microsoft»   pays much attention to questions of preservation of environment. It is very 
important to introduce ecological principles in each aspect of activity of the company, therefore in 
«Microsoft» concept covering important ecological questions in all complex - from administrative business 
processes before manufacture, from processes of working out of harmless production before personnel 
training has been developed. 
The company  pays a lot of attention to questions of preservation of the environment. It is very 
important to implement an environmental principles in every aspect of the company's activities. 
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